Tongues & Interpretations
اﻟﺤﻖ اﻟﻤﻐﻴﺮ ﻟﻠﺤﻴﺎة
Life-Changing Truth
Have you ever wondered?
“I don’t understand the tongues and I don’t feel it’s so useful? Do I have to
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understand the tongues? And what’s the benefit I gain, as long as I don’t understand?

or

Do you after praying in tongues just found yourself bored and feel that you just hear
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your own voice with no fruit as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal? Or you just
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repeating the same letters you say and no new?
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Have you prayed in tongues about certain problem and nothing changed?
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Are you fast boring in tongues and you can’t speak for a long time? How you can enjoy
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tongues to be in the spirit-in God’s presence?
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speaking in tongues instead of struggling with the understanding? How you can use the
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Before I start to answer, I want to explain that as there are hindrances in the mind

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

payer (normal or known language). So there are hindrances for praying in tongues.
(And that’s the reason for your wondering. And often the poor or wrong teaching is

اﻟ

practical and so simple.

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

the prime root for all of this. For the right explanation to the word of God is

ﻤﻐ

If you haven’t heard before about speaking in tongues it comes in the baptism of the

ﻴﺮ

Holy Spirit experience for the believer. To know how to get this essential experience

ﻟﻠ

read the following article:

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

How to receive the Holy Spirit by yourself now
Answering the Most Doubtable Questions about the Tongues:
Many doubt that they just composing tongues by themselves?
The Answer: you can’t compose something you haven’t learned before, and the tongues
are like the computer which if it hadn’t information stored on, it won’t bring out
information from itself.
If you’ve been able to speak Arabic and English that’s because you’ve learned them
before. In other words this information has been stored up before on your mind so you

use them.
However tongues are a new thing you haven’t learned before so you can’t just compose
it.
And don’t worry if the Holy Spirit knew that the believers will compose the tongues
by themselves, he would have warned this. But it didn’t happen.
What really happens is this that you`re a spiritual being you have a soul and lives

g

in body.

h.

or

So you`re originally spirit, and your spirit prays and not the Holy Spirit. That’s
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why you feel that the tongues are coming out of you. And that’s right you (your
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spirit) are the one who prays in tongues, so you’ll feel that you composing it and
the Bible mentioned this before 1Co14:14: “For if I pray in an unknown tongue, my
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spirit prayeth.”
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Many doubt that they just speak in devils’ tongues??
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The Answer: I repeat if the Holy Spirit saw that the believers would speak in devils`
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tongues, he would have warned in the bible. But it didn’t happen, the bible warned

ﺧ

from the false prophets because he knew it’ll happen, but that’s didn’t happen

اﻟ

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

concerning the tongues because he knew it won’t happen.
Lk 11:11

If a son shall

ﺤﻖ

And I’ll ask you just as the people asked Jesus in Luke 11:11-13

اﻟ

ask bread of any of you that is a father, will he give him a stone? Or if he asks a

or if he shall ask an egg, will he offer him a scorpion?

If ye then, being evil, knows how to give good gifts unto your children: how

ﺎة

Lk 11:13

ﺤﻴ

ﻟﻠ

Lk 11:12

ﻴﺮ

ﻤﻐ

fish, will he for a fish give him a serpent?

much more shall your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him?
In other words, if you asked God to baptize you in the Holy Spirit and to speak in
tongues God won’t give you something fake or alternative like the son that asks bread
from his father he will give him bread and nothing else. Notice that Luke11:11
basically talks about filling with the spirit it talks about our topic.
You asked God and your heart’s attitude to be filled with the spirit and to speak in
tongues so God won’t give you something fake. Every time the devil bothers you with
doubts about the tongues saying that it’s from the devil; say to him that you haven’t

got something that’s fake for God is responsible for his gifts. For these tongues are
from God and nothing other than the tongues.
Ps: You won’t be able to stop your mind from thinking; however you can neglect these
thoughts which the devil come with concerning the tongues by answering from the word.
Every time you think about the tongues it reduces or stops, WHY? Because your mind
doesn’t works by faith, your spirit does.
Moreover when you think about the spiritual matters, you do just as Peter did when he
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considered the thoughts that say: “what is that? Do you walk in water? Aren’t you

h.

fishier and familiar with water? No one could walk in water…” so he sank due to his
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thinking and not because the water, and his walking on the water before his doubt and
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after is the evidence for he went back walking the water with Jesus after.
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Don’t think in the meaning of what you say or in the language you speak or when
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you’re fast or slow, or when you mutter or speak or when you just releasing voice
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without speaking all of this thinking is going to stop your spirit and activate your
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mind, actually these thoughts aren’t comes from inside you it’s from out from the
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devil. Face theses thoughts one by one from the Word and don’t pay attention to think

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

in these thoughts.

The Bible says in Mark 16:17 and these signs shall follow them that believe; in my

اﻟ

name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; Mk 16:18 they

ﺤﻖ

shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them;

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.

ﻴﺮ

But this scripture isn’t a prophecy but truth. There’s a difference between prophecy

ﻟﻠ

which is God prophecies that something will happen. But the lord here mention truths

ﺤﻴ

that’s how you’ll know who believes in me…for these symptoms will be in their live…

ﺎة

speak in tongues… that’s the ordinary the normal in the life of every believer.
The bible explains two different types of tongues:
1-speaking with tongues as a personal language: and its language accompanied by the
baptism of the Holy Spirit experience that for every believer 1Co 14.
2-The gift of speaking with tongues: This isn’t for every believer but for specific
people as the Spirit wills and gives the believers like rest of the gifts 1Co12.
Let us see from the tongues chapter 1Corinthians14, what the spirit says through
Paul, misunderstanding the objectives Paul is writing about, creates confusion

concern this chapter, therefore in our studying we must understand that he talks
about two major things :
1- Prophesying: And it aims to build courage and comfort the believers, and it took
place in the church, and part of prophesying is speaking in tongues + and interprets
it in the church (and every believer has the right to prophesies-this is to preachbut who’s prophesying not a profit, in other words he don’t declares the future
because that’s prophet’s ministry in Ephesians 4 and not prophesying.
2-speaking with tongues: as a personal language (it’s for every believer and its

or
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language that must be practiced in the life of every believer. And that’s what we’re
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going to talk about).
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In this chapter, the Holy Spirit puts in order and distinguishes between them.
Misunderstanding these objectives caused that many misinterpret this chapter,

ng

claiming that Paul here speaking against tongues and that he lessen it. While it’s
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quite the Opposite, Paul here displays the importance of tongues. But because
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believers of Corinth were mixing the two together, so the Spirit wrote to them
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through Paul to order and arrange them.

Because of that we find Paul here speaks once about prophesying, then about speaking

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

with tongues interchangeably. As if he puts them in table to distinguish between the
function of every one of them in order to have the perfect benefit from each one of

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

them when they’re practiced in the Church.

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

Speaking with (personal) tongues in your personal life

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

According to 1Co14:5… I would like all of you to speak in other languages … (NIRV)
Now I can see that speaking in tongues is for every believer, and if we didn’t see
every believer speak in tongues so that’s their problem and not God’s.
And that’s not because the tongues are over as some claims. I answer these claims and
these personal opinions in separated article entitled: “repeated questions about
tongues.”
As the Christ is for every believer…God wants that all people got saved…
Has every believer accepted the Christ? No.

Is it God’s will that every sinner receive the Christ? Yes.
Then why I can’t see every sinner receives the Christ (born again)? Because it’s in
hand of every human to accept the Christ and not in God’s hand.
It’s Right and Must that every believer prays in tongues in his personal prayer life.
To know why every believer should pray in tongues I encourage you to read the
article: should every believer pray in tongues?

g

But to pray effectively in tongues in your personal life you have to read the part

h.

or

that Holy Spirit spoke about in chapter 1co14 about praying in (personal) spirit, and
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that’s what this whole article about.
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I’m going to put them in points to apply them in your prayer. And through our

ng

studying to God’s Word your mind will be renewed that is to have biblical Thinking so
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your prayer be effective:
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1-That is to walk In Love:
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1Co13:1 if you weren’t walk in love the tongues you pray won’t benefit you, and
that’s not because tongues aren’t useful, but because you’re in wrong position where
by not walking in love.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

you can’t benefit from it,

اﻟ

That’s an important reason believers know nothing about. And seldom we here someone

ﺤﻖ

teaches about the connection between tongues and walking in love. Therefore I put it

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

Number 1.Just as the bible puts it Number 1.

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

You have to walk in love with:

ﺤﻴ

A. Love towards God: That’s to obey him; 1Jn 5:3 for the real love is to do what God

ﺎة

what he commands us to do (if you unable to obey God in certain matter you fall
repeatedly, you have to go to the Word of God to renew your mind concern this matter.
Your actions are your thoughts results, so if you want change your actions you have
to change your Thinking.
B. Love towards You: That’s to forgive yourself love and respect it and to look at it
just as God looks to you. (Love your neighbor as yourself)
C. Love towards your Neighbor: That’s to love him and to forgive him… you won’t be
able to love your neighbor before you love your self.
D. Love towards your Enemy: That’s to forgive them and to pray for them for there

happiness, health and protection and to search for excuses to what they done with
you, and to keep positive memories towards who’s done the evil with you.
-First of all you have to know God’s love towards you, for this is what will throw
away all every fear and condemnation and disapproval before God and fear from
diseases and poverty, and not just that but you have and must believe in his love
towards you and not just feel it for you can’t perceive it just with your feelings
but you have to believe in it 1Jn 4:16.
When you pray in tongues and find no answers to your prayers or find that you’re not

or

g

edified, you have to check your spiritual position, and first of all the most
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important thing you should check is Walking In Love.
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2-Speak to God in Tongues and not just speaking:
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1Co14:2 for one who speaks in an [unknown] tongue speak not to men but to God. (AMP)
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There are people who speak in tongues but not unto God, in other words the don’t
direct it towards God in faith that he hears them and that they speak to him with
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their spirits (that’s spirit to spirit connection) your spirit connects the father
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directly, and start praying without active faith that God hears them, just as if

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

someone pulled the trigger of machine gun without shooting target. And the therapy of
this is the Faith and I’ll discus this in detail in the next point, therefore if you

اﻟ

don’t direct your prayer towards God, you have to declare in loud voice before you

اﻟ

ﺤﻖ

start pray in tongues:

ﻤﻐ

“I’m coming forward boldly and in confidence to the throne of grace now, and I

ﻴﺮ

believe that the Father is hearing me even if I didn’t feel it, for I walk by Faith,

ﻟﻠ

and I refuse any emotions or thoughts against my Faith, I’m directing my prayer now

ﺤﻴ

unto the father and I won’t just speaking in tongues, for I speak unto God in tongues

ﺎة

and I believe that God hears every letter of these tongues even if I don’t feel it”
When you enter to pray close your door, and if there isn’t available place to be
alone with God, just close your inner (heart’s) door, away from people around you and
give your full attention for God, just relax and don’t distract your mind with any
thing. We still our hearts before him 1Jn 3:19 it is by our actions that we know we
are living in the truth, so we will be confident when we stand before the Lord,
<Greek>: calm down and still and present (our souls) Greek: our hearts
God’s presence that in your heart and not just in heaven, God’s presence doesn’t
come and go as some suppose but it’s in you and you have to be more conscience about.

Soon will be an article about “God’s presence”.
3-Speak In Faith:
This is a basic rule you have to consider and fix your eyes on:
Any connection with God starts and continues by Faith, and Faith isn’t emotions. That
means either you felt or not that God exists and hears you doesn’t matter. The most
important is to believe with your heart (spirit), not with your feelings or emotions
or even your will, and not by your five senses (that’s your body). You’re a spiritual

or
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being you have a soul and live in body. So you’re not just a soul and body, rather
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you have a soul, you’re not a physical being, rather you (the spirit) lives in body.
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For praying in the tongues is like that, it’s a connection with God and it works by
Faith, and other that won’t work, there’s no another way, that’s why you bore, boring

ng

is the result of failure, and the failure took place when you look to your feelings,
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so when you feel nothing you saying that you don’t pray effectively. While when you
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look with Faith (believing with your heart) to the Word you’ll find yourself that you
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praying a prayer that is so effective and powerful in its results, and God himself
those who worship in spirit and
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asking for you as a prayer in spirit, God seeks

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

truth. That’s you. Because praying in tongues are the praying in the spirit.
Either you felt or not that God Hears you while you praying, that’s your soul but

اﻟ

you’re a spiritual being, all you need to do is just walking in your origin and your

ﺤﻖ

reality that you’re RESOLVED to walk by Faith (you’re a spiritual being that’s who

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

you’re).

ﻴﺮ

Also either you desired or not to pray that’s your soul but the most important that

ﻟﻠ

your spirit always wants to pray, and that’s the voice which you’ve been listening

ﺤﻴ

prompting you to pray in tongues, but because you’ve been using your mind and measure

ﺎة

by your feelings, you stopped following your spirit.
And actually it doesn’t come as a voice, but it comes as an idea or suggestion to
open your mouth to pray in spirit, that’s how the spirit works.
Hebrews11:6 and without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who
comes to him

must believe that he exists and that he rewards those who earnestly

seek him.
1. Exists
2. Rewards those who earnestly seek him. <Greek>: those who earnestly and diligently

seek Him [out].
How your Faith increases?? It doesn’t increase through prayer but your Faith
increases by hearing and hearing (repeated and much hearing) to God’s Word about
tongues Romans10:17, and not by hearing testimonies about tongues.
Testimonies are wonderful, but it’ll stir and irritate your Faith and won’t build it.
What builds up your Faith about tongues is to hear proper teaching about tongues from
God’s Word. That’s why God’s Word is called “Faith Word” because it brings Faith.
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Read about Faith on the site.

h.

You have to meditate and hear the Word and release it by your mouth in these
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aspects:

A .The Father hears you: as I said before even if you don’t feel that by you’re
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emotions. Faith always goes beyond senses.
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B .Every tongues word has a meaning (we’ll discuss this in separated point) 1Co14:10…
“And they all have meaning”… (NIRV) many doubt that what they saying aren’t
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tongues…or has no meaning. This scripture explains the matter.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

does not speak to men but to God

ﺧ

C .You speaks to God and not just speaking. 1Co14:2For anyone who speaks in a tongue

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

D .You Charge your spirit 1Co14:4He that speaketh in an unknown tongue edifieth

اﻟ

himself…<Greek>: a word that’s close to charge

ﻤﻐ

When you start to find that praying in spirit (in tongues) has turned into routine

ﻴﺮ

you have to renew your mind from the Word, since the problem lies in creeping non-

ﻟﻠ

biblical thoughts to your mind and you haven’t guarded your mind against it. The

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

Cure: stop praying, and start meditating in scriptures that concerns this matter.
Then continue pray in tongues.

4-Three won’t understand the tongues: You, others, and the devil:
A .You won’t understand what you say:
This is the most irritating worrying thing to the believers for I confronted this
question many times in my ministry and most of the believers asking: “I don’t
understand what I say…, so what’s the benefit I gain from saying stuff that I don’t

understand?”
Unfortunately many stops from praying in tongues because that after they have
experienced the baptism of the Holy Spirit, but always knowledge is the Answer:
First: you speak God so He who has to understand you and not you who has to
understand what you say because it comes out of your spirit with the help of the Holy
Spirit therefore you’re praying correctly since the Holy Ghost gives your spirit the
ability to speak and your spirit utters these words on your tongue.
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If you’ve been talking with important person you don’t aim to understand what you say

ru
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the rather he understands what you say.
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Second: you have to understand that the purpose from speaking in tongues is building
your inner human spirit and for building your soul (mind, emotions, will) and your
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body who cares with understanding every thing around them.
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1Co14:2 1Co 14:2 For he that speaketh in an unknown tongue speaketh not unto men,
but unto God: for no man understandeth him; howbeit in the spirit he speaketh

w.
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mysteries. 1Co 14:14 For if I pray in an unknown tongue, my spirit prayeth, but my

ﺧ
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understanding is unfruitful.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

The bible says that clearly that you won’t understand what you say. So you don’t

اﻟ

have to wonder that you don’t understand anything, if the bible said before. Look to

ﺤﻖ

the BIBLE.

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

But you surely need more clear answer to this question: and What’s the benefit from

ﻴﺮ

praying in tongues as long as I don’t understand it??

ﻟﻠ

The benefit I sin your spirit and it’s more important than your mind, don’t ever let

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

your mind force you to understand every thing, and I always give this example to
explain this point:
Imaging that you went to meet your boss in work and your child went with you. And you
started speak in English with your boss in important matter about the work, and your
child started to bore because he don’t understand and began to suggest one of these
options: interpretation or leaving!!
And you understand but your child not. So the most important thing that you benefit
from your conversation with the boss, but this child that’s with you don’t, and that
doesn’t make you leave this important interview because your child.

Thus it’s important to separate between the spirit, soul, and the body: because the
bible distinguished between them in Hebrews 4:12
The soul and the body are used to understand every thing from the minute you’re out
of the bed, but they aren’t you, you’re a spiritual being, so you’re spirit have a
soul and lives in body.
For instance: you John and you have a car and lives in home. Are you car? No. Are you
home?? Sure NO. You have them and but you’re not what you have and the most important
is John not the car or the home but they’re important too but less than you. Imagine
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I don’t love this place. Sure you control it, and not the reverse.
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with me that one day the car spoke to you and said: I don’t want to go there because
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Like wise the most important is you and the advantages you have it are less
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important than you. And never controls you.
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In that manner your, the beneficiary from the tongues is you the spirit but the mind
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don’t understand anything. And it’s not its right to control your spirit rather the
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reverse.
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And the great benefit that your spirit edifies and that will make you content and

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

perceive matters with your spirit and not with your mind and that leads to understand
it later with your mind. Because your spirit will turn this understanding to thoughts

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

to understand it your mind it.

اﻟ

You’re doing a lot of things without understanding but you do it regularly and

ﻴﺮ

ﻤﻐ

contently, like:

ﻟﻠ

You eat the meat not because of what you studied about the ingredients of this piece

ﺤﻴ

of meat from proteins or vitamins, but because you knew that’s important for your

ﺎة

health. Whether you’ve studied or not what is inside this piece of meat, but you eat
it because you know one thing it’s useful. And it’s really useful and sure you don’t
have to understand how you digest it or how it’ll spread through your whole body,
rather you eat it with confidence that it’s useful. Your knowledge or not with its
ingredients won’t affect your benefit from it , rather what really affects is your
eating.
Likewise the bible says to you its useful, so it so. Even if you didn’t read this
article to know the details to understand how it’s useful. But you have to do what
the bible says and you’ll see after the implication of the word how really the
tongues are very useful. But God’s Word explains why the tongues are important.

When you pray in tongues more than before. You’ll take time feeling that your flesh
annoyed and bored likes the child that cries in his weaning. There is no difference.
We lived depending on our minds and bodies to understand what’s going on (to know
every thing), and that shouldn’t be. To such that when you pray in tongues (unknown)
the body and the soul are disgusted and upset due to lack of understanding. That is
our flesh and soul controls the situation and wants to know every thing. And that
mustn’t happen, God’s will is to be you the spirit controls over your thinking and
our flesh. God created the soul (mind, emotions, will) and the flesh (five senses) to

g

be your servants and use them, you who use them (the spiritual being) and the

h.

or

reverse.
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That’s how we become spiritual, by our spirit controls our minds and flesh, that is
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our mind and flesh shouldn’t understand every thing in the same time. And don’t ever
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think that I neglect them but there’s special food for them:
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The human spirit: Human’s spirit is your spirit that is born again and not the Holy
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Spirit. And the human spirit is built by:
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1-Speaking in tongues 1Co14:4.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

2-Meditate in the scriptures.

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

3- Speaking the scriptures to your self in aloud voice.*
Meditating means:

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

1-that is to contemplate the scripture.

ﻴﺮ

2-that is to mutter it.

ﻟﻠ

3- that is to think in it purposely even after you finished your bible reading, and

ﺎة

itself.

ﺤﻴ

to put it into your life that needs an active will because it won’t happen from

*read faith books on the site to understand the influence of the spoken word on your
life like the book of the spoken word….
The soul (mind, motions, and the will): according to proverbs 23:7 the mind is
controller of our emotions and will.
The mind goes mad in its thinking because of incorrect information which is loaded
daily from the world around us (which was put in the evil) gets into our minds
through our five senses, and most of the time it’s anti-bible information.

Therefore the mind must be renewed and reprogramming daily through right teaching in
God’s Word that is from two sources:
1-Reading the Word by the spirit of wisdom and revelation.Eph1:17-23
2-Hearing anointed teachers preaching right doctrines and reading books by them.
Notice that the soul doesn’t crucified but renewed, you’ll find many who claims soul
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g

crucifixion and that is non-biblical, what they mean flesh desires crucifixion.

h.

The flesh (the five senses): it’s not like the soul so it must be crucified and

ru
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subdued. That means to say to it No when it wants something that is not biblical.
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Like in our topic say no to the flesh in: understanding the tongues, when it don’t
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want to pray, in hatred…
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And that is easy after renewing the mind and meditating in the Word where the human
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spirit and the soul are united against the body so it becomes easy to crucify it.
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Know that the benefits of the tongues:

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

-Though the mind doesn’t understands the tongues, but the spirit is edified and know
God more and get closer to God and that’s more important than building the soul for

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

we’re a spiritual beings originally.

اﻟ

-Tongues will help you to discern between spirit, soul, and the flesh, because your

ﻤﻐ

spirit is activated by prayer while the soul and the flesh are subdued under your

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

spirit and not active for they don’t understands nothing.

ﺤﻴ

–Always the prayer in the spirit goes directly to the Father’s heart, because God

ﺎة

wants those spiritual who’re always praying in the spirit and in truth (by their
spirits).You connect to God spirit to Spirit. God is a Spirit and you also a
spiritual being. Then the tongues are the most important mean to connect God. That’s
why Paul said First I pray in spirit… and I pray in mind too.
Then don’t pay attention to the devil’s thoughts which comes on your mind and you
think it’s you thoughts, and continue praying in tongues, and increase it and let it
be your life style and after persisting and persevering your spirit will be weaned
off your mind and your flesh. Utter new letters and words with faith it’s from God.
You who change the letters and the words, and not God. Like the English you who
change & choose the letters.

Don’t think about it, think about God.
Though there’re personal tongues interpretations, but you don’t need them when you
pray in tongues for your spirit is edified, notice that Paul says in 1Co14:19 I speak
Ten Thousand tongues word with my self,… that’s mean he don’t interpret it but if he
prayed in the midst of the church it must be interpreted to understand him and be
edified. Notice that Paul here doesn’t overstates when he says Ten Thousand in
tongues for he’s under the Anointing.
In 1Corinthians14:28 the sprit says also if there’re no tongues interpretation in

or

g

the church don’t stop rather continue on praying but in a low voice. And that’s not

ru
t

in
gT

edified unless someone interpret it to their own language.

h.

because the tongues aren’t useful but because those who’re around you won’t be

But you’re edified without interpreting evidence that he hadn’t said to individual

ng

who’s praying in tongues to stop till the others understands what he says, rather

Ch
a

said: Continue but low your voice. In other words he doesn’t want the individual to
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B .The others won’t understand the Tongues

w.
L

if
e

stop from personal benefit.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

People around you won’t understand the tongues, therefore they’ll benefit
Nothing.1Co14:2 For he that speaketh in an unknown tongue speaketh not unto men,

اﻟ

but unto God: for no man understandeth him; howbeit in the spirit he speaketh

اﻟ

ﺤﻖ

mysteries.

ﻤﻐ

Therefore don’t practice tongues (the personal tongues in the church) even if it

ﻴﺮ

believes in it, for that won’t help people around you, though it benefits you. But

ﻟﻠ

you can pray in tongues (personal) in loud voice in case that the pastor declared

ﺤﻴ

that’s time for public prayer and the entire congregation is born again and the

ﺎة

Church believes in that. The aim here is praying and not to build each others
And as I said before that in this chapter 1Co14, arranges the personal prayer
tongues which is practiced for your personal edification, and praying in tongues in
the Church.
In the Church there must be teaching in known language. And if someone prayed in
tongues he will have to interpret it for the edification of the Church. So he wants
the more benefit for the all because that’s the aim of their meeting, to build each
other. The spirit here correcting the concept that the tongues edify the Church but
He didn’t said that its wrong rather He modified this and said that: the tongues +

its interpretation will edify the church. But mere tongues without interpretation are
going to edify just the person who speaks.
C .The devil won’t understand the tongues
Eventually, the devil also understands nothing of the tongues, because he isn’t
omniscient for he doesn’t know all the languages for he understands the languages
where he’s working only and he’s afraid to move from it lest he condemned because
this kingdom is the kingdom of darkness & fear. That’s exactly like the soldier which

or

g

ordered to do specific something and can do nothing more.

h.

Only God is Omniscient so the Holy Spirit will give you with his wisdom language(s)

ru
t

the devil won’t understand it till the devil find nothing he understands so he become

in
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confused and don’t even know what to do and how to hinder the answer for he doesn’t

ng

know what you praying for.

Ch
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Therefore one of the benefits of the tongues is that the devil doesn’t understand.

if
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For he can’t resist it because it’s that kind of prayer that goes directly to the

w.
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Father’s heart without understanding it, therefore it’s without hindering.

ﺧ

Then said he unto me, Fear not, Daniel: for from the first day that

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

Dan 10:12
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Dan10:12-14:

thou didst set thine heart to understand, and to chasten thyself before thy God,

اﻟ

thy words were heard, and I am come for thy words. 13

But the prince of the

ﺤﻖ

kingdom of Persia (principals in the spiritual realm on the regions and countries)

اﻟ

withstood me one and twenty days: but, lo, Michael, one of the chief princes, came

ﻤﻐ

to help me; and I remained there with the kings of Persia. 14

Now I am come to

ﻴﺮ

make thee understand what shall befall thy people in the latter days: for yet the

ﺤﻴ

ﻟﻠ

vision is for many days.

ﺎة

Do you see how the devil resisted the answer of the prayer and that explains to
you that God answers from the first time doesn’t need to repeat the prayer. And
the delaying not because of God but because of the devil that hinders the answer,
and the solution to this dilemma is to pray in tongues since the devil doesn’t
understand it.
But that doesn’t mean to no to pray in mind. Don’t afraid from the devil since he
can’t stand in front of your words of faith that you say in known language. The
devil can’t stop in front of God that is the Word.
This Code that the devil can’t decode, HALLELUJAH… Do you can see now why Paul is

thanks God because he prays in more tongues 1Co14:18
1Co 14:18 I thank my God, I speak with tongues more than ye all (some
translations: more than any of you or all of you put together)
5-You Who Speak and not the Holy Spirit:
-You who speak in tongues and don’t wait for the Holy Ghost to hit you on your head
and get you speak in tongues or move your tongue to speak in tongues despite you, NO

g

that is not the Holy Ghost for all this not-biblical.

h.

or

You who start speaking in tongues and you who stop with your own desire. The Holy

ru
t

Spirit doesn’t speak in tongues rather he gives you the ability to speak in tongues.

in
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You don’t need to sing first to get into the mode to get excited and become fervent

ng

(then you have to pray in tongues after repentance and filed with the spirit……..this

Ch
a

stuff happens with immature and Word ignorant believers, You don’t need all this to
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get into God’s presence, don’t repent precautionary, only repent when your conscience
tells you that you’ve done something wrong and you have to repent immediately when

w.
L

you miss the mark and don’t wait till night or when you go to your room, keep your

ww

heart sensitive and tender, if you repented immediately you won’t suffer in prayer to

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

be silent at first and then you start to pray, this is not-biblical, you’ll always be
in the sprit and always ready to pray, this is must be the paradigm of every

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

believer.

اﻟ

Many think that they’ll speak in tongues only when they’re filled with the spirit or

ﻤﻐ

when they feel with the presence of God. All of these things aren’t biblical, rather

ﻴﺮ

you when you baptized in the Holy Spirit you get in your center for utterance exactly

ﻟﻠ

like that in your mind and this center gets its energy from the Holy Spirit and it

ﺤﻴ

can speaks in any time like you speaks in any time in English without preparation

ﺎة

time before.

The biblical way to re-filling of the spirit is speaking in tongues and declaring
God’s Word in loud voice.
The bible doesn’t say that the Holy Spirit speaks in tongues, rather he gives you
the ability to speak in tongues, and you who speak therefore if you waited so long to
the Spirit to speak in you in tongues as many claims, I’m telling you that you’re
going to wait years and none will happen, why? Because you who utter, God is waiting
for you while you waiting for him due to your ignorance.

Read with Acts2:4 and began to speak with other tongues (they who were speaking and
not the Holy Spirit), as the Spirit gave them utterance (they who were uttering and
not the Holy Spirit).
You start to utter in faith different letters with confidence that’s from the Holy
Spirit.
Your human spirit who’s going to pray and not the Holy Spirit that’s clear in
1Co14:14 For if I pray in an unknown tongue, my spirit prayeth (he didn’t say the

or

g

Holy Spirit).

h.

The miraculous thing in tongues not the uttering (that’s your role), but the words

in
gT

ru
t

itself (and that’s the Holy Spirit role).

I mean not that you speaking in tongues, rather you say words that have meaning and

Ch
a

ng

understandable for God, that’s the real miracle.

if
e

Ps: the tongues aren’t the heaven language as some claims; rather it’s a spiritual
language and it’s one of the languages that’s on earth or it’s one of the angels
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language according to 1Co13……. Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels

ﺧ

The Summary you have to pray daily in tongues and practice it with your own will.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

Don’t wait till the Holy Spirit leads you. That’s your role, just as you reading the

اﻟ

bible and prays in Arabic without the Holy Spirit telling you something. The Holy

ﺤﻖ

Spirit won’t break into and force you to speak. Look its all about you, the tongues

اﻟ

are in you even if it has been stropped for many years, it stills in your spirit like

ﻤﻐ

the speaking center in the brain. He’s waiting for you to utter the words and he

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

won’t speak from himself.

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

6-Increasing tongues and uttering more words:
Paul thanks God for he’s speaking in more tongues 1Co14:18
1Co 14:18 I thank my God, I speak with tongues more than ye all (some
translations: more than any of you or all of you put together)
Aren’t these tongues in abundance?!!! If the Apostle Paul is caring about the
matter and thanks God for it, so it must be important man for us as believers.
That’s why he wrote more than the half of the New Testament because he was praying
in more tongues. He was taking from the Holy Spirit abundantly. In fact Paul was
living what he was saying since he said: Eph 6:18 Praying always with all prayer
and supplication in the Spirit… this interprets that he was praying in more

tongues because he was practice most of the time. In the prison, in the street, in
his traveling with the believers….
And Paul says that in the midst of the Church he chooses to speak in known language
to edify the Church but alone he was speaking ten Thousand words in tongues and
remembers that Paul doesn’t overstate for he’s speaking under the unction. So when he
says Ten Thousand words in tongues he mean what he say: 1Co14:19 than ten thousand
words in an unknown tongue
Do you can see the secret behind this giant man who was effective in world and still,

or

g

and who the wonders happened on his own hands, who penetrated place the devil was

h.

taking dominion over it. That’s the secret of the deep relationship with God and for

ru
t

every believer who longs for to be effective and always anointed, and to be always

in
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sensitive to the leading of the spirit, and enjoys with the fullness of God Ep3:19.

ng

Many are suffering from spending years uttering the same words over and over again,

if
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and there’s who just give up and stop of praying in tongues.
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But how you can speak in more different tongues??

ﺧ

ww

This happens by the following:

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

1-To start utter different letters on purpose and with by your own will believing

اﻟ

that you won’t speak in just fake tongues for the only obstacle for the believers is

ﺤﻖ

the fear from being uttering letters from their own imaginations, and the answer for

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

this at the beginning of the article and I repeat the scripture LUKE11:11

ﻴﺮ

2-Meditatining in the Word of God, this will feed your spirit your spirit who prays.

ﺤﻴ

ﻟﻠ

7-The benefits of the Tongues:

ﺎة

A .You charges your spirit and always is filled with the spirit and helpful to the
others:
1Co14:4… He that speaketh in an unknown tongue edifieth himself<Greek> word similar
to charge himself
There are believers filled with the spirit years ago and stopped there. The baptism
is the initially filling but the filling is continues. The spirit hasn’t left you and
you still immersed in Him, but you can be fully immersed or closing your mouth
tightly and no water will go on.

As well after the baptism of the Holy Spirit, you haven’t lifted up from the Spirit
this happens only in the water baptism. To study about the baptisms read this article
The Baptisms (Soon).
But as you immersed in the Spirit once you still immersed, but you need to drink
daily from it, that’s why the spirit says through Paul in Ephesians 5:18… but be
filled with the Spirit (its origin is in the Present continuous) continue to drink
from the Holy Spirit.

or

g

And that’s through daily charging of the tongues.

ru
t

h.

B. You become in the spirit and become sensitive to the Holy Spirit and His leading:

in
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1Co14:2… howbeit in the spirit he speaketh mysteries

ng

When you pray in the Spirit that is to go deeply in the spirit realm and perceive

Ch
a

it by this you become to the Holy Spirit.
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Yes this is most time you can hear the Holy Spirit, where your spirit is active and
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your mind is inactive and useless. By this you can easily discern between your

ww

thoughts and God’s thoughts. Because God speaking to you through thoughts. And not by

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

clear voice.

C. You speak in mysteries and understand the Written and prays for God’s plan for

Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the

اﻟ

1Co2:12-13 1Co 2:12

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

your life:

ﻤﻐ

spirit which is of God; that we might know the things that are freely given to us of

ﻟﻠ

Which things also we speak, not in the words which man’s wisdom teacheth,

ﺤﻴ

1Co 2:13

ﻴﺮ

God.

ﺎة

but which the Holy Ghost teacheth; comparing spiritual things with spiritual..
Yes Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man,
the things which God hath prepared for them that love him is to us here on the earth
and not in heaven for the bible says prepared in the past. Then we do have it now.
But without knowing what to us we Won’t take it.
Here Paul says that he uses spiritual methods to perceive and understand what’s
belong to him in Christ, spiritual means and the Greek origin says combining and
interpreting spiritual truths with spiritual language, and says also in v.7 that we
speak in a mystery, how he speaks and reveals something and it still secret?

This Only happens when someone speaks with you with unknown language a language that
you know not. Although he said it but it still secret that’s unknown to our minds.
Therefore he needs interpretation.
The tongues will help you to know and take what’s yours in Christ. That’s your
inheritance and you have to discover it.
These secrets also mentioned in 1Co14:2

g

What’re these Mysteries? It’s God’s plan for your life and the matters that God’s

h.

or

predestined for you to live it.
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And that’s to know God more deeply, understanding the written, that’s your

in
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inheritance, that’s also the healing that’s yours, success, protection and the

ng

abundant supplying for your needs.

Ch
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Mysteries are also the hidden future when you pray in tongues you save your self from
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things that was going to happen to you or your family and because you prayed in
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tongues you’re praying correctly as if you know what’s going to happen and fix the

ww

matters so you avoid disasters.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

No doubt that the devil will continue to fight you I don’t mean that you won’t have
struggles and challenges. But I want to make it clear to you the biblical way to

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

defeat these challenges.

اﻟ

All these mysteries are needed to be uttered by your own tongues to discover it and

ﻤﻐ

to happen and to live in an atmosphere of reality. For this treasurer is hidden for

ﻴﺮ

you and not from you 1Co2:7 hidden for your glory. (It needed to be discovered and

ﻟﻠ

take it) Because the Holy Ghost will interpret these tongues and it goes to your head

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

in form of thoughts. That’s how the Spirit will interpret the written for you in a
direct way.

D .You pray, sing and worship With the spirit:
1Co14:15-17 1Co 14:15

What is it then? I will pray with the spirit, and I will pray

with the understanding also: I will sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the
understanding also.
1Co 14:16

Else when thou shalt bless with the spirit, how shall he that occupieth

the room of the unlearned say Amen at thy giving of thanks, seeing he understandeth
not what thou sayest?

1Co 14:17

For thou verily givest thanks well, but the other is not edified.

Sure you can see that he says I pray with the spirit first that means that’s
priority and more important than praying with the understanding.
You can do the praying with the spirit in all aspects of your relationship with God
prayer in all it forms, singing (tongues chanted with the spirit) also thanksgiving
in more better way than your language where the words come to end to say glory and no
words enough. And say HALLELUJAH, and you find yourself wants to explode with deeper
praises. That’s the role of the tongues. In every time the believers are filled in

ru
t

h.

with their languages…then the tongues are practiced in loud voice.

or

g

the spirit in Book of Acts they’re hearing the others praising and glorifying God

in
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Tongues are the deepest and highest level of adoration and the Father seeks those

But ye, beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy faith,

w.
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Jud20-21 Jud 1:20

ﺧ

ww

praying in the Holy Ghost,

Keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our Lord Jesus

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

Jud 1:21
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E .Keeping yourself in God’s Love (Agapao):

Ch
a

pray with your spirit more than your understanding.

ng

worshippers in spirit and in truth. Your essence that you’re a spiritual being so

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

Christ unto eternal life. (keep in the < Greek >guards)
That’s the way to continue in walking in love. Yes you who start walking in love but

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

there’s many challenges that often make you to loose in walking in love but the

ﻴﺮ

tongues will make you firm in this.Why? because the love of God is shed abroad in our

ﻟﻠ

hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us in the new born Ro5:5. That means

ﺤﻴ

it’s in your spirit now but it need to be Activated. And that happens when you pray

ﺎة

in tongues where your spirit is Activated for you use it in praying in tongues.
F .Every word has a meaning then it has effect:
1Co14:10 1Co 14:10 There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and
none of them is without signification.
Yes don’t let the devil fight you in this aspect there he says to you there’s no
meaning to these words you say, meditate in these scriptures where the spirit says to
you that every word you say has a meaning even if you don’t understand it, it doesn’t
matter. The most important that has a meaning and so it has effect.

When you hear to child in his first age, you won’t concentrate in what he says
because he mutters in utter, but it’s not words but when you hear to an adult man
you’ll concentrate in every word he says to you. In that manner God listen closely to
do your words. For you’re righteous and God pays attention to you because you’re
righteous 1Pe3:12.
As long every word has meaning, so you have to change the letters to say more and
more details. Don’t stop where you’re and just repeat the same letters, NO change and
say more and more words to say more and more details about the matter you pray about.

or

g

It’s in your hands.

ru
t

h.

G .Turning the matters to your own good:

in
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Ro8:28… Rom 8:28 And we know that all things work together for good to them that

ng

love God, to them who are the called according to his purpose.

Ch
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Many times the believers quote this scripture out of context so they say it without

if
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it happen in their life.
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You know why?? Because it’s a conditional scripture, that means there must be

ﺧ

ww

condition to change every thing to your goodness and that’s Prayer.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

Many throw the responsibility of fixing the matters on God depending on this

اﻟ

scripture. But we have role as a believers and that’s to let God get into the bad

ﺤﻖ

matter through the prayer. To prove to you that’s the matter in your hands and not in

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

God’s let me ask you:

ﻴﺮ

Are there bad matters in your life and you know it wasn’t God’s will for you and the

ﻟﻠ

years go by and yet it hadn’t turn into your own good? Yes, sure.

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

Is God going to fall short in his part (which some claims it’s going to happen
automatically) NO, for sure?
It’s clear that God who turns the bad matters into your own good, but you still have
to get him in the matter to fix it; it’s not God’s business to do the conversion as
long you didn’t ask him to. Though he wants the best for you but if you didn’t let
him get into the situation he can do nothing.
And not only this, but you have to say to him in detail what you want. If you want
God to do 100% change, then you have to pray in full detail 100%. But this doesn’t
happen usually. Since you don’t know the problem root or you know nothing about it
except it happened. Here comes the role of the Holy Spirit helping you to pray in

tongues in desired details that you know nothing about it.
If we done our role, then we don’t have to worry for God will do his role.
Praying in tongues will help you to turn the bad situations that happened in your
life into your goodness for Romans8:28
Rom 8:28 And we know that all things work together for good to them that love God,
to them who are the called according to his purpose.
Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our

g

Is a result for vv.26-27 Rom 8:26

h.

or

infirmities(the weakness here is the ignorance about what we’re praying for

ru
t

because our mind is limited but our spirit is unlimited): for we know not what we
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should pray for as we ought: but the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with
groanings which cannot be uttered.:(Greek: with unspeakable yearnings and

Ch
a

And he that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit,
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Rom 8:27

ng

groanings too deep for utterance.)
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because he maketh intercession for the saints according to the will of God.
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One of the translations says: We are assured and know that [ 10 God being a

ﺧ

partner in their labor] all things work together and are [fitting into a plan] for

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

good

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

Then praying in tongues is the something that’ll help you to pray for your future and
to get God Involved in your bad matters that happened to fix it so it turns into your

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

own goodness.

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

But it won’t turn into your goodness unless you pray about in the spirit.

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

You can read more about getting God involved in your problems in this article:
God’s lease on earth (soon).
So praying in tongues will make you pray for what you know not with your
understanding and which might be the hidden root to the problem and you never thought
once that would be, and you find the problem solved miraculously.
Tongues are God’s will for every believer:
1Cd14:5 Now I wish that you might all speak in [unknown] tongues…(AMP)
Paul here speaks under the unction and says this scripture; I prefer to say the

Spirit through Paul: I wish that you might all speak in [unknown] tongues
Exactly like God wants that al people get saved. Is every body saved? NO. that’s
people’s problem not God.
Likewise tongues are God’s will for every believer. And God urges the believers
through Paul to speak in tongues.
Tongues are like the mobile charger, which without even if you have the best mobile
but without charging One day you’ll find it like a cold piece of metal doesn’t send

h.

or

g

or receive.
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Thus you maybe get filled with the spirit but you haven’t continued to drink from
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it, and that’s through the tongues.

ng

But there is a lot of Pentecostals and Apostolic who claims with inaccurate

Ch
a

teachings that the tongues isn’t for all who baptized in the Holy Spirit.
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But that’s inaccurate biblically, for instance, look to the day of Pentecost in Acts
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2, the number of people who filled in the spirit were 120 and all of them spoke in

ww

tongues not 80 of 120, no the 120 spoke in tongues.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

So in Acts 19 the bible says that the number of people who filled with the spirit was

اﻟ

12 and all of them spoke in tongues not 9 of 12.

ﺤﻖ

Many times people and ministers put testimonies as a standard or a measurement, but

اﻟ

the bible is our standard which we measure people by and not the reverse by measuring

ﻤﻐ

the bible on people. For whosoever filled with the spirit has the ability to speak in

ﻴﺮ

the tongues but due to lack of knowledge or ignorance, he hadn’t use it even if he

ﻟﻠ

was filled with the spirit for 50 years, he can simply follow the instructions below

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

and use the tongues which is inside him 50 years ago.
You who will utter in non-English letters on purpose and with your own will in faith
that’s from God you who will start it.
Don’t wait for God to move your tongue for you, no you move it and release voice Out
of your throat as of you’ll speak and start uttering letters in faith that’s from God
and don’t stop and utter more and more and more and more letters…… Believe that God
won’t give you something fake according to Luke11:11.
NOTE: There’re No spiritual Warfare Tongues:-

Many say that they prayed in “spiritual warfare tongues” and that’s not biblical and
this expression hasn’t mentioned in the Bible.
The Bible explains clearly that the tongues are only directed toward God. Therefore
don’t let unbiblical teaching get into your heart without revising. For these
teachings will make you distracted in your prayer for you’ll direct it towards the
devil and such using hasn’t mentioned in the Bible.
You can read more about the benefits of the tongues in these two articles:

g

Soon

in
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h.

Benefits of tongues for every believer?

Soon

or

Does every believer should speak in tongues?

ng

8-Three Usages for tongues in your life:
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A .For worshipping God:
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This is the first thing the assembly heard while they’re filling with the spirit in

ww

the Book of Acts.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

Acts1:11

1Co 14:16

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

Acts10:46 For they heard them speak with tongues, and magnify God
Else when thou shalt bless with the spirit, how shall he that occupieth

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

the room of the unlearned say Amen at thy giving of thanks, seeing he understandeth

ﻴﺮ

not what thou sayest?

ﻟﻠ

1Co 14:17 For thou verily givest thanks well (do you can see that praying and

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

worshipping in the spirit is better than understanding), but the other is not
edified.

Unfortunately many think that worship and praise are only in the beginning of the
prayer, and then we get into the requests, but that is also incorrect since the
worship must be a lifestyle along the day along all the time lifting your heart
through worship in spirit. When you worship God in spirit you’ll discover how
those will deep your relationship with God more and more. Col2:7 give us the key
which our roots extend and we get deeper in God through thanksgiving this is in
the Greek Origin for the scripture…
Col 2:7 Rooted and built up in him, and stablished in the faith, as ye have been

taught, abounding therein with thanksgiving. (Greek: through thanks Giving)
B .To pray for specific matter:
You who direct the tongues for the purpose you want, and the Holy Spirit will help
you immediately. Many wonders: how I can pray for specific something in tongues?
The Holy Spirit is your Helper in the prayer, therefore when you want to pray in
tongues you can do that by declaring with your mouth: I’ll pray for this matter

g

now…and you just start praying in tongues.

h.

or

Even if you didn’t declare that, the Spirit understands what you want, he’ll give
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tongues concerning the matter. I Only want to assure that it’s in you’re hand.
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C .To leave the Spirit prays through you without specific purpose:
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Leave the Spirit prays in you without you determine a definite purpose and that
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happens in the daily life when you work, when you’re in your way to the work, when
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you drive your car, or when you work in the kitchen…So you’ll make the Holy Spirit
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use you to get the permission to get into your future, and the other’s life, and

ww

for God’s plan to happen God’s church in your town and around the world. And sure

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

all this you won’t be able to understand, but the God understands.
Many are Asking: I often become distracted when I pray un tongues, what can I do to

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

control my thoughts during praying in tongues??

اﻟ

Well, CONTROL your thoughts not only in the prayer time but during all the day. That

ﻤﻐ

doesn’t happen with most of the believers, since they leave their thoughts without

ﻴﺮ

guarding or leading all the day and they just want to control it during their prayer.

ﺤﻴ

ﻟﻠ

And sure that won’t work!!!

ﺎة

CONTROL your thoughts through the whole day, force and bind it to think in the Word,
recall to your memory scriptures on purpose that what was mentioned in 2Pe1:15 2Pe
1:15 Moreover I will endeavour that ye may be able after my decease to have these
things always in remembrance. <Greek: that [even] after my departure (decease) you
may be able at all times to call these things to mind.>
By this you train your mind along the day so you’ll find it submits easily during
the prayer, henceforth you won’t find it hard when you control your mind during the
day.
This will take some time, but eventually it’ll submit and become your slave it’s just

a matter of time but start NOW.
Do you know that your spirit is able to control your thoughts 2Ti1:7 2Ti 1:7 For
God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind. <Greek: sound mind means; that you control your thoughts and the
reverse>
This ability to control your thoughts is in you now as long you’re born again from
God, and that’s against what the devil trying to put in your mind that; “you just

or
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can’t control your thoughts”.

h.

From now declare that you control every thought and lead your mind with your will
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and you’re the leader not it. Rather you the spirit lead your mind. Tongues have a
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role in controlling your mind, but when you pray it with the knowledge that you’ve
received in this article. That because the tongues are a chance where your mind is
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still and quite and your spirit is Active.
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9-Personal tongues interpretations:
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Personal tongues interpretations don’t come instant as the Church, every sentence of

ww

tongues has an interpreted sentence of English, and this usually doesn’t happen in

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

the personal interpretation.

a different way and that God means, it may come as wisdom to get out from such

ﺤﻖ

in

اﻟ

For the interpretation may come in different forms like; understanding the scripture

ﻤﻐ

اﻟ

embracing situation.

ﻴﺮ

And often it doesn’t come instantly but after minutes, hours, or maybe days after

ﻟﻠ

praying in tongues.

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

I don’t mean that it never comes instantly, no this happens, but fewer than this
that comes after the prayer with a period. Since the instant interpretation is
important in the Church for the believers will leave the place through a limited
period, but you the Spirit is always with you all the time to interpret the tongues
for you. Just after praying for a session in tongues, pray in faith and ask God to
give you understanding to what you’ve prayed for and receive it in faith and thank
him for it. Don’t pray in tongues preoccupied with your attempts to know the meaning
of what you praying for, rather pray in spirit without even thinking in this. Be
occupied with your worship for God. Stretch out your spiritual hand and touch God
when you uttering in tongues.

Praying in tongues will help you to understand things in your spirit and this
understanding besides sound teaching will turn into thoughts in your mind and that
maybe not happens instantly but after hours or days or praying in tongues. And that’s
what’s called with personal tongues interpretation.
The rapidity of tongues interpretations depends on:
1 .The abundance knowledge with God’s Word about the subject that the Spirit speaks
to you about in the tongues interpretation: since the spirit will explain the
scriptures for you and takes you to its real meaning and if there’s no former
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knowledge he won’t be able to do this, because the tool that God uses His Word.
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2 .Your Faith: and it increases by your hearing the Word concerning tongues and
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that’s found in this article.

ng

3 .How deep is your relationship with God: and that happens by praying in tongues for
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long sessions for hours. You should pray in tongues hour every day minimum.
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10-How to practice the personal tongues in the Church:
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Speaking with tongues in the Church

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

You have to know that there are different kinds of meetings in the Church and many
times we see these meetings get mixed with each other and that what makes the

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

anointing works in the way that the believers are hungry for in the world:

اﻟ

1. Believers’ Meeting: where the assembly are just believers (like the morning

ﻤﻐ

meetings where the attending of the unbelievers is rare). In this meeting believers

ﻴﺮ

are allowed to share their devotions but under the leading of the spirit to build

ﻟﻠ

each other. In this meeting it’s right to pray in tongues in loud voice but if there

ﺎة

ﺤﻴ

was tongues interpretation in order that all the Church get edified.
2. Unbelievers Meeting: and it’s evangelical, where the pastor speaking about what
Jesus has done in the salvation not just as Jesus who guarantees the eternal life to
you, but also as Jesus who wants to get involved in your life here on the earth, and
this is the salvation with its five meanings in the Greek: (deliverance, healing,
rescue, preservation, salvation).
Then he presents an invitation to accept what Jesus has done and pray with them.
In this meeting it’s not proper to pray in tongues in loud voice, the sinners don’t
understand this. But there might be interpreted tongues and it will be as a word of

knowledge to an attended sinner.
3. Prayer Meeting: where we can sing only in its begging for we enter his gates with
praise and thanksgiving, but prayer is the main part in it and songs are rare.
4. Teaching meeting: Where the believers meet to get some teaching.
In this meeting you shouldn’t pray in tongues in loud voice since you distract those
around you.
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To know more read this article: Types of meetings in the Church.
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In the believers meeting
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The same thing about praying in the spirit-in tongues, it’s should that who prays in
tongues in the midst of the Church not because the tongues are insignificant, but for

ng

the one who besides you in order to not be distracted because he won’t understand you
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so he won’t be edified.
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But don’t stop speaking in tongues, since the bible says where there’s no tongues
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interpretation (in order that the Church be edified) speak to God and not yourself

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

and not to be silent for it’s useful for you.
1Co 14:28 But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; and

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

let him speak to himself, and to God.

اﻟ

If you didn’t do that (that’s God’s way) you won’t just harm those around you (by

ﻤﻐ

distraction) but the tongues you pray in-though its right- won’t benefit you with the

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

measure the bible has promised unless you perform it in the bible way.

ﺤﻴ

But in the time of prayer in the whole Church, its right for every to pray in tongues

ﺎة

in loud voice, even if there’s no tongues interpretation, because it’s time for
prayer and not for building believers, the bible also says in Acts10:46Act 10:46

For

they heard them speak with tongues, and magnify God. They were hearing them speaking
in tongues in the time of spiritual worship where they thank God in loud voice.
The Church prayer in Acts 4:
In Acts 4 they all prayed in one voice. This also carries the meaning of praying in
spirit, because they were filled with the spirit and speaking in tongues. You’ll see
this in Paul’s speech with whom he met.” Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye
believed?”Acts19:1-6. The matter wasn’t Optional or rare in as nowadays but it was

necessary for every believer.
When the Bible says they all lifted prayer with one soul, its all individual
prayers, and the Holy Spirit Collected it and gave us the summary of all what’s been
said by the attendees in that time.
Including who prayed in tongues (in loud voice and the Holy Spirit has interpreted
it for us)

g

And who prayed in understanding and the Holy Spirit collected all these prayers.
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Sure there wasn’t press or copying machines in those days to write the prayers and
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distribute it on everyone then they start in praying. No it didn’t happen.
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But these prayers are collected from the Holy Spirit. And when we pray in spirit as a

ng

group of believers, we’ll pray in such a way that’s God’s will so we pray with sound
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thinking according to God’s will.
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(Sure I’m speaking here about right biblical Church and believe in the holy spirit
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infilling and speaking in tongues. Doubtless don’t cause problems by praying in
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tongues in loud voice in the Churches that don’t believe in this experience.

ﻣﺔ
ﺪ

ﺧ

And you have check yourself many times before you go to this Church that doesn’t
believe in this great biblical experience. EXCEPET God wants to use you there in a

ﺤﻖ

اﻟ

specific way that he told you before, and not to take from them but to give them.

اﻟ

Eventually we have to use these tongues in such a way that edifies the Church as long

ﻤﻐ

you’re in a Church. And that happens through tongues interpretation either the Spirit

ﻟﻠ

ﻴﺮ

gives you the gift of interpreting or the Spirit gives another person this gift.

ﺤﻴ

But personally you can pray in thousand of tongues without interpretation because

ﺎة

it’s useful for you.
NOTE: “the gift of tongues” is the gift that’s interpreted with “the gift of
interpreting the tongues”. But it’s not the “personal” tongues that are interpreted
in the Church; however the person that God gives him the gift of interpreting the
tongues he can understands in his spirit the both.
He can interpret the gift of tongues and the personal tongues.
Come on rise and start praying in tongues now. Practice what you’ve NOW.
Dr.Ramez Refaat K. Ghabbour
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